School Bus Emissions Reductions
Maintenance Checklist

☐ Visually “inspect” bus at least every 41 working days or 15,000 miles and meet manufacturer recommended maintenance.

☐ Inspect the exhaust system. Check for sounds, holes, cracks and visible exhaust to minimize leakage into the bus cabin.

☐ Inspect windows, doors and gaskets for “leaks” to minimize exhaust inside the bus.

☐ Change oil every 3,000 miles or 3 months. Frequent oil changes help engines run clean.

☐ Use blended fuels or fuels that will not gel to help the engine run cleanly and efficiently. Blended fuels recommended for cold weather applications.

☐ Service EGR (exhaust gas recirculation) valve regularly to help reduce potential NO\textsubscript{x} emissions.